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I. Introduction

A. Money and the Trcat~' of Rome

ı. The European Monetary System has to be seen in the
framework of European integration and of the European Eco-
nomic Community. Applying a legal approach to the subject,
it therdore suggests itself to start with loaking for provisions
having an impact on European monetary matters in the Treaty
of Rame.ı The authors of this Treaty, however, did not pay
much attentian to monetary problems. The faw provisions of
the Treaty, which refer to monetary questions, are for from
establishing a full - fledged monetary system among the member
states (Arts. 67-73 and 104-109). Also the estacblishment of
a European Monetary System is not mentioned among the
principles of the Community.2 What can be derived from the
provisions of the Treatf of Rame has been called a monetary

ı The Treaty establi&hing the European Economic Community
(Common Market) has been signed on March 25, 1975 in Rome and
entered into force on January 1, 1958. The international source is:
UNTS Vol. 298 p. 11. The origina! text underwent some amendments
over the years and some of its provisions were repealed. For the text
of the rclevant amendments and of other changes in the original treaty,
a convenient source is the Common Market Reporter or the Encyc-
lopedia of European Community Law. States parties to the Treaty
are: Belgium, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, Franee, Greeee,
Ireland, Haly, Luxembourg the Netherlands and the United Kingd'Jm.

2 Part One of the Tceaty eontains the' principles. Art. 2 referring
to the aims of the Community is the underlying norm, whieh is set
out in more detai! by the following Arts. 3-8. Art. 2 reads as follows:
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code of conduct in embryo.3 The chapters on the transfer
of capital and on the balance of payınents contain the relevant
norms (Arts. 67-73 and 104-109). These differ much as to
preciseness and intensity of the obligations of states parties.
Thus states f,i. must admit free currant payments (Art. 1013
par. 1), where as their obligations relating to free capital
transfer are far vaguer. Free capital transfer is only required
to "the extent necessary for the good functioning of the Comman
Market" (Art. 67 par. 1). The Treaty does not contain norms
on the two basic components inherent in any international mo-
netary system: exchangı: rates and mechanisms of cooperation.

2. Art. 107 par. 1 declares exchange rates ıla matter of
common interest". From the angle of the states this is consi-
derable. Exchange rate;; are of high importance for and have
a strong impact on the national economies. Therefore states
tend to treat them as vitally concerning their vovereignty.4 But
in regard to establishin~ a European Monetary System one can
hardly derive any legal obligation from Art. 107 par. 1 EEC
Treaty, because that provision is so vague.5 Also the internal
ecenomic policy of the 5tates conditions the value of their mo-
neys. But the Treaty refers to national economics only by stating
objectives and in a way too imprecise to be operational. Art.
104 reads as follows:

"Each Member State shall pursue the economic policy
necessary to ensure the equilibrium of its overall ba-
lance of paymeı:.ts and to maintain confidence in its

"It shall be the alm of the Community, by establishing a
Common Market and progressively approximating the eco-
nomic policies of Member States, to promote throughout the
Community a harmonious development of economk activi-
ties, a continious and balanced expansion, and increased
stability, an acc':llerated raising of the standard of living and
closer relations between its Member States."

3 Carreau, Vers une Zone de Stabilite Monetalre: La Creation du
Systeme Monctai're Europeen au Sein de la C.E.E.. 229 REVUE DU
MARCHE COMMUN 399-417 at 400 (1979),

4 See Artus & Cracket. National Sovereignty and International
Cooperatian over Exchange Arrangements. 12 CASE WESTER N RESER-
VE JOUHNAL INTERNATIONAL LAW 327-339 (t98D).
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currency, while ensuring a high IeveI of empIoyment
and the stability of the Ievel of priccs."

These praiseworthy aims underly most national policies
anyway.G

3. The second component inherent in any monetary system
are mechanisms of cooperation both between tiıe member states
and between the states and common monetary authorities.

a. Art. 105 requires the states to coordinate their economic
policies. For this purpose they institute a calIaboration between
the competent services Jf their administrative departments and
between their centralbanks on the basis of recommendations
by the Commission to the Council (Art. 105 par. 1). But in
the absence of a supranationaI authority, which could have
imposed the harmonizatian of national economic policies, and
taken into account. the very different economic and political
situations within the member states a real coordinai;ion of po-
litics could hardly be expected. A Monetary Committee with
consultative status, however, has been established on the basis
of Art. 105 par. 2. In the general framework of promoting the
cOOl'dination of policies the Committee is to follow the monı=tary
and financial situationô. of member statE::s,to report regularly
thereon and to formulate opinions for submission to the Council
and the Commi3sion. This Comınittee has pl'oved to be u useful
forum for the confrontation of the viewpoints and the experien-
ces of the states parties in monetary affairs.7

5 So alsa Carreau, note 3. It is interesting to note, that the Court
of Justice of the European Communities has denied any direct effeci
of Art. 107 within the member states for lack of preciseness (aff. 9-73,
arret du 24.X.1973, Rec. 1135 and 1136 (973); aff. 10-73, arreıt, du
34.X.1973, Rec. 1175 and 1195 <l973)).

6 Art. 109 par. 2 as amended of the Constitution of the Federal
Republic of Germany and sentence 2 of the Statute for the Promotion
of the Stability and the Growth of the Economy (1973) mention the
following aims: the stability of the level of priC'es, a high level of
employment, external equilibrium and steady and appropriate growth
of the economy.

7 On that Moussis, Le Cadre Juridique des Politiques Comrnunau-
taires: i. Politique Monetaire, REVUE DU MA~CHE COMMUN 385-
389 at 385/6 <l982).
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b. The Treaty of Rame contains only two provisions on
mechanisms of cooperatian between the member states and
common monetary authorities: Arts. 108 and 109. That is stri-
kingIy meager taken intc account the central role the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund attributes to mechanisms of assistance
for members facing an external balance of payments crisis8.
Arts. 108 and 109 of the EEC Treaty do not even specify the
volum e of credits to be given and the conditions to be applied
on the receiving countries.

As a result - no European Monetary System has been es-
tablished by the Treaty of Rame. More than ten years still had
to elapse after the formation of the European Community in
1957 before even steps were taken towards the creatiOlı of the
EMS.

B. Historical background of the European Monctary
System

. 1. The Barre plan, which was adopted in February 1969
by the European Council, can be considered the starting point
of the EMS.9 For the first time emphasis was put on what is
now deemed determining the success of the system: the conver-
gence of national economic policies.1O The parallelism between
economic and monetary matters was from then on the un-
derlying concept of all further steps towards the establishment
of a full-fle<:l.gedmonetary system. The Barre plan proved very
successful. it suggested mechanisms of cooperatian in order to
inerease monetary solidarity within the EEC. The İıısLruments
established accordingly, the short-terrn monetary :;uppcrt (1970)
and the medium-term financial assistance (1971), have survived.
\,vithout having bten changed significantly they now constitute
two basic pillars of th2 EMS.11

8 On the mechanisms of the IMF: D. Carreau, Le Fonds Monetaira
International 167-233 (1970).

9 More on the Barre plan at Carreau, La Communaute Economi-
que Europi!enne Face aux Problemes Monetai'res, REVUE TRIMES-
TRIELLE DE DROI1 EUROPEEN 586 at 593-603 (1971).

10 On the importance of eeonomie eonvergenee, see Bayer de la
Giraday, The European Monetary System, 12 EUROPEAN CURRENCY
7-128 at 13-37 (1981-19821.

11 Below pp. 20-23.
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2. The spectacular wccess of the Barre plan led to overshoo-
ting the mark. At the The Hague Confereııce of December 1
and 2, 1969 the heads of state and government d2cided on a plan
to establish an Econo,nic and Monetary Union. Several pro-
posals were made specifying the structure üf that union. The
most famous one is the Werner Report by the thpJ1 Prime Mi-
nister of Luxembourg M. Pierre Werner.12 That report most
relevantly inspired the Resolution of the Coun.cil of l\iin.isters
of the EEC of March 22, 1971, which contain2d th~ constitutive
charter of an economic and monetary union.13 Major features
were: total and irreversible convertibility of the currencies,
the eliminatian of margins of fluctuation of the exchange rates,
the irrevocable fixing of the parity relations, the creatian of
conditions indispensable ..for the establishment of a unique
currency and allowing a comman organization of central banks.
The realization of this program would have required a definite
transfer of the necessary competences to the community organs
and would have led to a limited federal system. The difficulties
and the unavoidable failure of the European Monetary Union
result from the fact that the time was not ripe for the necessary
renul1Jciation of sovereignty by the member states. Until taday
the political will for so fare-going a transfer of powers to sup-
ranational organs can by no way be presumE'd.

3. One therefore was thrown upon a piecemeal approach.
The following steps are worth mentianing: The creation of the
famolis "snak2" (April 10.1972),14 the ir.stitution of a Europ2an
Fund for Monetary Cooperation (April 3, 1973),15 the Commu-

12 Text of tho:)Werner plan: Supplement to: 1 BULLETIN OF THE
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY (1970). .

13 Text of the resolution of the Council of Ministers: C 28II
JOURNAL OFFICIEL DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES (March
27, 1971l. Moussis, Le Cad re Juridİque des PoIitiqucs Communautaİ-
res: ı. Politİque Monetaİre, REVUE DU MARCHE COMMUN 385-389
at 386/7 gives a short o'o"erview on the Werner plan and the resolu-
tion of March 22, 1971.

14 On the snake: Wittich & Shiratory, Le Serpent dans le Tun-
nel, 10/2 FINANCES AND DEVELOPMENT 9-14 (1970) and K. Dam
The Ru!es of the Game 193-194 and 329 (1982), Both explanations aLSa
dea i with the pasition of the snake within the international monetary
system, Le. its pasition towards the dallar. See alsa below 27.

lo On the European Fund for Monetary Cooperatian IEMCF):
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nity loans by the Coınmission to memberstates (Febr. 17, 1975),15
the adoption of a European Unit of Account based on tl basıket
of currencies (April 21, 1973)17 and the creation of lleW facili-
ties for borrowing dnd loans (Dec. 6, 1977).13Nlost important
of these measures has been the creation of the "snake". it C011-

stitutes the first serious effort to stabilize the exchange rates
within the EEC, member states agreeing to maintain a ma-
ximum margin of 2 1/4 percent against one another. Stabilizing
the exchange rates impHes similar inflation rates. Insofar the
"snake" has been a move towards the paramountly important
convergence of national economies. But the snake, as the Euro-
pean Monetary Union, has not been a success, s2v~ral states
not maching the demands of a comparable economic develop-
ment.19 Thus the "snake" finally shrank to a "mini-snake"
around the German mark.20 Nevertheless the "snake" has had
its impact on the present European Monetary System, which
is intended to be "at least as strict as the snake"21 and sameti-
mes is referred to as the "rattle-snake".22

Carbonetti, The European Monetary System: A Legal Survey, L.
COCCIOL! (ed.ı 107-115 at 107-109 <l9801. Alsa below 26.

16 SeeChronique du n"roit International Econoınlque, ANNUAIRE
FRANÇAIS DE DROIT INTERNATIONAL 640 (19761.

17 See Chronique du Droit International Economique, ANNUAIRE
FRANÇAIS DE DROIT INTERNATIONAL 691-693 <l97S).

ıa These are the so-called "Ortoli-facilities" estabUshed by a deci-
sion of the Council of Oct. 16, 1978. Text: JOURNAL OFFICIEL DES
COl\..fMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES L 298 (Oct. 25, 1978). On most of
the mentioned institutions i will come baek later since theyare more
or less forthexisting within the EMS.

19 The pound sterling left the snake arrangement in 1972, the
Italian lira in 1973, the French franc left twice and came in again.

20 "mini-serpent" Carreau, Vers une Zone de Stabilite Monetaire:
la Creation du Systeme Monetaire au Sein de la C.E.E., 229 REVUE
DU MARCHE COMMUN 399-417 at 402 <l979). See alsa K. Dam, The
Rules of the Game 193/4 (1982). Participants left at the end were :
Belgium, Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany, Luxembourg
and the Netherlands.

21 Par. 1 of the Bremen Statement of the European Council on
the Establishment of a European Monetary System (July 6 and 7, 1978).
The text is reprinted as Part B: Documents of Ethier & Bloemfield,
The European Monetary Syst(,!m, 3 EUROPEAN ECONOMY (1979)
65-111 at 93.

22 "serpent ıl. sonnettc" Carreau, Vers une Zone de Stabilite Mone-
taire, 229 REVUE DU MARCHE COMMUN 399-417 at 402 <l9791.
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4. The European Monetary System has been worked out
on the initiative of the French President Giscard d'Estaing and
of the German Chancellor Schmidt. They made the decisive
proposalon the meeting of the European Council in Copen-
hagen on April 7 and 8, 1978, to which consequence was given
on the Bremen meeting of July 6 and 7, 1978. In Bremen the
main features of the EMS were laid down. They can be resumed
as follows: The new system would be "at least as strict as the
'snake'''. it would be open to nonmember countries on an as-
sociate basis. A European Currency Unit (ECU) would be at
the centre of the system. it would be based on a considerable
supply of assets, central banks of the participating states de-
positing part of their Teserves with it, and fina:lly the EMS
would depend on the responsibility of deficit and surplus coun-
tries alike.23

From a juridical point of view it is interesting to note,
that the EMS has been instalkd outside the organs of the Com-
munity.24 Also resolutions of the European Council, a political
organ, are by no mean:, bindingo The le.gal foundations of the
EMS are acts by the Comınunity organs, which implement the
political will of the chiefs of state and governınent manif~sted
at their meetings as the "European Council".25There have been
regulations by the Commis3ion concerning the European Mone-
tary Cooperation Fund and the new ECU, a decision by the
Council of Ministers modifying the amount of the medium-term
financial assistance and furthermore two agreements between
the central banks on the functioning and the managing of the
new EMS and the short-term monetary support.26 This combi-

23 Read the Annex to the Conclusions of the Presideney of the
European Council of 6 and 7 July 1978 in Bremen. which is reproduced
as an annex to this paper.

24 The European Council (which is not to be mixed up with the
Council of Europe in Strasbourg) is not an EEC organ, but the more
or less regular meeting of the chiefs of state and government of the
member states of the EEC. These meetings ara mentioned nowhere
in the treaties, but have developad in practice.

25 The organs of the Communty act by way of regulations, di.
rectives, decisions and -non bnding- recommendations and opi-
nions, Art. 189 EEC Treaty.

26 AH these documents can be found in: EUROPEAN MONETARY
SYSTEM, COLLECTED TEXTS, edited by the COMMI1TEE OF THE
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nation of high-Ievel political statements and their legally rele-
vant enactment in the ndministrative sphere of the Community
organs has resulted in a very unspectacular introduction of the
EMS. There have been no parliamentary debates on this im-
portant step towards European integration. it would have been
otherwise, if the EMS had been established by an international
treaty.27

Another legally interesting point is, that states are free to
join or not to join the system and that" ... countries currently
not participating in the 'snake' may opt for somewhat wider
margins around central rates."28 Thercby the principle of equal
treatment of all EEC members has been abandonned officially
for the first time. This approach, which takes into account th8
different economic situations of the states, has been called
"Europe at several speeds".29

Full monetary integration in Europe is intended to bo2
achieved in two phases. What has been described above only
concerns the initial phase, conceived as being provisional. Th~
second phase, which wa::; supposed to begin in 1981, would
involve the extensive use of the ECU and the establishment of
a European Monetary Fund instead of the present European
Monetary Cooperation Fund.30 Until now, 1983, th2 EMS has
not reached its second phase. The European Monetary System
today basically depends on two broad complexes: the European
Currençy Unit, the exchange rate and intervention system and

PRESIDENTS OF THE CENTRALBANKS OF THE MEMBER STATES
OF THE EEC AND THE EUROPEAN FUND FOR MONETARY
COOPERATION (1979). Theyare also repIinted as Part B: Doeuments
of Ethier & Bloemfield. Tht' European Monetary System, 3 EUROPEAN
ECONOMY 6-111 at 93 ff (1979).

27 On the legality both on the national and the inter - or supra-
national plane of this "unspeetaeular" establishment of the EMS see
Carreau. Vers une Zone de Stabilite Monetaire, 229 REVUE DU
MARCHE COMMUN 399-417 at 404. The problem on the national
plane is the lack of parliamentary partidpation. On the supranational
plane Arts. 103. 107, 108 r"nd 235. 236 of the EEC Treaty eome into
play. See below 28/9.

28 Paragraph 1 of the Brcmen Statement, see note 26.
29 "Europe a plusieurs vitesses" Carreau, note 27 at 403.
30 Below pp. 2631 on the possible extension of the system.
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the mechanisms of credit and assistance. Theyare the subject
of the following chapters.

II. The ECU, the exchange rate and the intervention
system

A. The ECU,J!centerpiece of the System

1. Definition

The ECU has a key position in the system. When the EMS
was installed the ECU was identical in strueture and value with
the former European Unit of Account. The European Unit oı
Account has been defined since 1975 as a bash,t of currencies.
The individual shares were weighted according to the contribu-
tions of each member state to the EEC gross national product
and to international trade. The basket system underlies the
European Unit of Account and the ECU, its continuation, and
also the Speeial Drawing Rights of the International Monetary
Fund.J2 Using a basket of currencies has the advantage that

J1 on the ECU, see K. Dam, The Rules of th", Game 332-334 (1982):
Gu;mbretibre, Les Conditions d'ıın Müche de I'ECU, 261 RE-ı/UE DU
MARCHE COMMt.TN 52,~-543 (No\'. 1982); Hahn, Das Europaeische
Wa.ehrungssystem-Systemvergleich und Funktionsweise-, 14 EURO-
PARECH1 337-3E-Bat 3407f (1979); Rey, The European Monetary
System, 17 COMMON Mı\HKET LAW REVIEW 7-30 at 14-18 (l9dal.
See alsa ı\.greeıııcnt bet\\e,Cll the Central Banks ('f the Member States
of the EEC, Laying Du".n the Opf'rating Procedıı;-es for the European
Monetary System in: EUTIOPEAN MONETARY SYSTEM, COILECTED
TEXTS, edited by the Cf)MMITTEE OF THE f'RESIDENTS OF TfiE
CENTRAL-BANKS OF THE MEMBER STATES OF THE EEC Mm
THE EUROPEAN FUND FO!'t MO:'~ETARY COOPERATION (1979),
alsa reprinted as Part B : Dücuments of Ethier & l3loemfjeld, The Euro
pean Monetary Systt'm, 3 EUROPEAN ECONOMY 6-111 at 102ff (1979),
For an excelIent compaıative analysis of the SOR and the ECU, see
J. Gold, A New 1Tnivcr~'oıl anı.! :ı New Regicnal Monetary A!:'set: SDR
and ECU, in 34 OESTER.R. ZEITSCHRIFT FUER OEFFENTL. RECHT
UND VCELKERRECHT ıi7-172 (1983).

32 On SDRs: K. Dam, lhe Ru:es of the Gama 151-169 (1082): J. Gold,
SUlt", Currencies ,md Gold. Fifth Survey of New Lcgal Developments
1-43 098 ll, J. Poleık, Thcughts Olt an Internatbnal Monetary Fund
Based Fullyon the SDR 26 p. (979); Silard, Money and Foreign
Exchange, 17 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMPARATI'lE
LAW: STATE AND ECONOMY (B. BLAGOJEVIC & K. Dad eds.l
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t1uctuating exchange rates of indi vidual curreflcies wi thin the
!:Jasketonly affect the b:ısket in proportion to their share.33 When
the EMS was created one ECU equalled one SDR of the Inter-
national Monetary Fund. Since then the ECU has appreciated
by about ı% against the SDR, according to the relative strength
of the European currencies.

ECUs are created in a different way than the Special Dra-
wıng Rights of the IMF. Each EMS memb£r was 1'2quired at
the outset to swap 20 percent of its gold and 20 percent of its
gross dallar reserves against a credit for a corresponding num-
ber of ECUs on the books of the European Monetary Coopera-
tion Fund. These swap3 are renewable each three months, and
adjustments in the amounts are to be made at the beginning of
each quarter to maintain the 20 percent ratio and to take account
of changes in gold price and the dollar rate.:l4 The ECUs tlıus
are backed by gold ani dallars. The SDRs of the IMF, on the
contrary, are allocated tc. participants in proportion to quotas,
and the revolutionary <,spect aboi.lt SDRs has been that they
are not backed by anything.35 That led to same mistrust against
a general use of the SDRs,36 where as the fact, that ECUs are
backed by gold and dollars might enhancc the chances of their
acceptance by the private sector.~7

98-100 and, on a speeial problem, Silard, Carriag~ of the SDR by Sea:
the Unit of Aceount of ıhe Hamburg Rules, 10 JOURNAL 010' MARI-
TIIvtE LAW A!'!D C'OMlvffiRCE 13-38 (1978L.

33 The share individual eountries hold within the ECU basket can
vary over the time. Part A No 2.3 of the Resolution of the European
Council of 5 Dee. 1978 on the Establishment of the European Monetary
System IEMS) provides that

"the weights of eurreneies in the ECU will be reexamined and
if necessary revised within six months of the entry into foree
of the system and thereafter every five years or, on request,
if the wcight of any eurreney has ehanged by 25 %.
Revisions have to be mutually aeeepted; they wil!, by them-
selves, not modify the external value of the ECU. They will
be made in line with underıying eeonomie eritaria."

34 Art. 17 of the EMS Central Banks Agreement, see n. 31. Resume
by K. Dam, The Rules of the Game 332/3 (1982).

35 Dam, ibid. 151ff
36 ibid. 152.
37 ibid. 334.
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2. Functions

The European Currency Unit has four main fwıctions.~n
a. The ECU serves as a unit of account. it becamc the only

unit of arcount in the framework of transactions inherent to
the functioning of the EMS. Insofar the ECU has replaced gold,
wh1ch was the Iormer unit of account 01 the EMCF, of the
short-term monetary support and of the medium-term finan-
cial assistance.39

b. The ECU serves as a means of settlement betwecn the
monetary authorities of the European Community. Here the
ECU exceeds the old European Unit of Account (EUA) and
approaches the Special Drawing Right of the IMF. But SDRs
are used by the IMF in exchange transadions with members,
whereas the ECU, as a means of settlement, is limited to the
authorities of the Community. AIso, unlike the SDRs, ECUs are
not envisa:ged to be used directly to obtain member states'
currencies, except by agreement. Even in the case of deıhts
arising out of the EMS credit facilities in the framework of
exchange market intervention, the legal tender character of
ECUs is limited to the extent that creditor central banks are
not obliged to accept more than 50 percent of the settlement
of the debt in ECU.40 The practical utility of ECUs is mor20ver
impaired by the swap arrangement making them subject to a
100 percent reconstitution each three months.41 But the ECU
gains upon the SDR in another respect. There has been a
discussion ongoing with- in the IMF for a long time on the
creation of a substitution account.-12Countries participating
would there deposit dollar reserves in return for the reserve

38 See Part A No 2.2 of the Resolution of the European Council
of 5 Deceınber 1978, annex

39 Coınp. Carreau, Vers une Zone de Stabilite Monetaire, 229 RE.
\lUE DU MARCHE COMMUN 399-417 at 406.

43 Art. 16 of the Central Banks Agreeınent, reference n. 31.
41 on the foregoing, see K. Dam, The Rull's of the Game 333

(1982) .
42 'The Committee of Twenty established in 1972 with the IMF had

suggested the establishment of a substitution account in its final
ı-eport of 1974, see Committee of Twenty. International Monetary Re-
form 41f. No progress h::ı.~been made on this problem, which is still
on the agenda of the IMF. see BULLETIN OF TI-IE IMF 65 (1979L.
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asset of the IMF, SDRs. Such a pooling of reserves aIready
takes place in the EMS in asimilar fashion, by depositing a
given percentage of gold and of dollars in return for the reserve
asset of the EMS, ECUs.4J That has a mobilizing effect on the
gold reserves of the members of the EMS.44

c. The ECU has two more important function::;: it serves
as a divergence indicator and as the comman denaminatar of
the EEC currencies fcr operations in both the interventian and
the eredit mechanism. These essential functions of the ECU
will be explained within their operational framework as a
subject of the following chapters.

B. The stabilization of exchange rates of the Commuııity
currencies45

The newexchange relations between the Community curren-
cies participating in the EMS depend on the determination of
a central rate, the establishment of a parity grid and of mecha-
nisms of interventian.

1. The determination of a central rate in reiation to the
ECU

Each member state of the EMS determines a central rate
of its currency in relation to the ECU. These central rates are
not definitive. They can be changed in case of need. However,
all modification is subject to mutual agreement and has to be
performed in a comman procedure, where both the states par-
ticipating and the Commission take part. The requirement of
accordance is inherent in the system. The ECU created an 01'-

ganic link between the currencies of th2 members to sU2h a
degree, that appreciatian or devaIuation of one currency affects
the other currencies in areverse way. Th~ EMS procedure to

43 Compare T. de Vries, On the Meaning and Future of the Euro-
pean Monetary System, 138 ESSAYS IN INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
15 (}980) and CarreRu, Vers une Zone de Stabilite Monetai:re, 229 RE.
VUE DU MARCHE COMMUN 399-417 at 407.

44 Carreau, ibid. "remonetarİzation of gold"; K. Dam, The Rules of
the Game 333 (1982); de Yrİes, ibid. 25.

45 On the followİng ccmp. Carreau, Vers une Zone de Stabilite
Monetaire, 229 REVUE DU MARCHE COMMUN 399-417 at 407f (1979L.
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adjust exchange rates is a considerable progress taken into
account, that states were usually regarded free to decide unila-
terallyon their exchange Tates. By way of being dependent on
the consent of their partners the member states of the EMS
even l05t all discretionary power in this fundamental domain.
The expediency, the importance and the circumstances of an
exchange rate adjustment noware fully subject to Community
law. That impIies a considerable abandonment of monetary
sovereignty by the participating countries and by far exceeds
the proeedures set up by the IMF. Moreover all members of the
EEC, those not participating in the EMS included,"'> have to
consult each other on dI important decisions concerning the
exchange rate.47

2. The determİnatİon of the countrİes obliged to İntervene

if nevertheless an exchange rate crisis arises, one has to
deeide which countries are under a duty to take adjustment
measures. There are two approaehes how to take that decision:
There is a system of a bilateral parity grid and a system based
on a basket of currencies.

a. The "srlake" arrangement relied upon a parity grid, in
which each currency is measured against eachother's currency.48
The band of permissible fluctuation was 2 1/4 percent under
the snake. The intervention currencies are clearly indicated
here, the ones which reach their inferior or superior margins
of fluctuation, the one against the other. Both the weak and
the strong currency are under an obligation to intervene. In
spite of that, it was emphasized in the negotiations kading to
the EMS, that the duty to intervene in a snake-type system
laid more heavily with the weak currencies, because of the way
of settlement. The central bank issuing the weak currency
must buy back, at the exspiration of the credits giyen, whatever

46 In the moment that only concerns Great Britain.
47 For instance the determination of interest rates.
48 On the parity grid :Carreau, n. 45 at 41Of;K. Dam, The Rules of

the Game 330f (982); Etpier & Bloemfield, The European Monetary
System, 3 EUROPEAN ECONOMY 6-1U at 71 0979>. Dam and Ethier
& Bloemfield also give a survey on the negotiations leading to the
EMS.
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amount of its own currency the strong-currency country pur-
chased and pay back out of its reserves all gold and doll::rs it
migt have borrowed. This applies with no regard whether th::
need to intervene stems from economic mismanagement in the
weak-currency country or from external strains, like a weakness
of the dallar. The arguments of the weak-currency countries
were countered by the assertian, that intervention by the central
tanks issuing the strong currencies imposed constraints like-
wise, namely inflation. Notwithstanding a pure parity grid
system was rejected for "assymmetry" of the burden of ad-
justment:9 One rather graft2d onto the system of a grid 01
bilateral parities elemerıts of the second, the basket type sys-
tem.

b. In a basket type system the ECU has a double function.';
It is the common denaminator of the currendes forming the bas-
ket and futhermore determines the limits of interventian. Each
currency thus is defined in ECU, that comtituting its central
rate. it then can float freely around the central rate within the
margins allawed. Intervention becomes obligatory onC2 the
extreme floating limits are reached. This system has several
advantages. it gives a decisive role to the ECU, what might
facilitate its later monetary use. Moreover currencies are floa-
ting againstan average and not, as ın a system of abilateral
parity grid, against single, possibJy eratically benaving cur-
rendes. That implies an additional element of st:ıbility. Th~
problem, however, is the determinatian of tneintervention
curreney. it may happen, that one country finds its currency
at the superior limit of intervcntion without any other mem-
bel' country at the battom. Alsa ECUs cannot be purchased
and sold directly in the market. That would be the solution to
the problem. One calls "involuntary debtors"Gl the countries
whose currencies are then chosen for intervention. Anather
argument advanced against a basket system was the minor im-

49 The argurn.ent that a parity grid system disadvantaged the
weak-currency countries was most advanced by France. Germariy on
the contrary stressed the negative effect of an interventian by the
central bank issuing the strong currency ("imported inDation").

50 on the basket type system, see Carreau 409f and Ethier &
Bloemfield 71, bath referances at note 48.

51 Ethier & Bloemfield. note 48 at 71.
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pact of the weaker currencies on the basket based central rates.
The margins of fluctuation would reveal more string-2nt for
the weaker-currency countries thereby.52 What resulteel from
the discussions was a compromise.

c. The EMS pretty much continued to hmction like the
snake, i.e. the bilateral parity grid defining the obligation to
intervene.53 But the system was supplemented by an objective
indicator, based on the ECU basket approach, to signal when
any particular country should undertake adjustment measures."l
The: objective indicator has beenconsidered the most original
aspect of the EMS.55 it takes the form of a "divergcnce indica-
tor" and will be the subject of the following chapter.

C. The intervention system

1. The ECU, indicator of divcrgence56

The ECU as an indicator of divergence creates for each
currency a threshold of divergence at 75 percent of its maxi-
mum deviation under the parity grid.57 The new system was
to avoid the disadvantagEs of both, the bilateral parity grid and
the basket based system. The supposed heavier economic burden
on the weak-currency countries under a system of bilateral
paritics now was shifted to the authority issuing the currency

52 Carreau. n. 45, gi\oes the example, that an appreciation or
devaIuation of the German mark would cause aparallel. even though
weakened evolution of the ECU. whereas an analogous move of the
lrish pound would only have an infinitesimal impact on the value of
the ECU.

53 Comp. Carreau n. 45. at 411.
54 This compromise wab initially forwarded by Belgium.
55 K. Dam. The Rules of the Game 331 (1982).
56 on the divergence ::ı.dicator. see: Part A No 3.5 and 3.6 of the

Resolution of the European Council of 5 Dec. 1978 and Art. 3 of the
Central Banks Agreement. above note 26. See also K. Dam, The Rules
of the Game 331f (982): Carreau, n. 45 at 411 f. Ethier & Bloemfield,
n. 26 at 74f and annex 3 at 85. With regard to the divergence indicator
the EMS has been ealled the "rattle snake".

57 Maximum deviation under the parity grid is for all countries
forming the snake 2 1/4 percent. Other countries can be conceded
wider margins taken into account their economic situation. These
days only ltaly profits from that with its 6 percent margin.
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diverging most from the average. That could sametimes be the
wea'k -curreney countries and sametimes the strong- currency
countries.58 The drawback of a basket type system, the unequal
constraint of the margins pursuant to the different weight of
the currencies was neutralized too: the threshold of divergence
in the EMS is reversely proportional to the coefficient of the
weight of the currencies. The result is, Liıat the more a country's
currency weighs in the basket, the lower becomes its threshold
of divergence.59

When a currency crosses its threshold of divergence this
produces a presumption, not an obligation, to engage in "diversi-
fied interventian, measures of domestic monetary policy, chan-
ges in central rates and other measures of economic policy".Ga
The measures to be taken are not specified in detail. "Diver-
sified intervention" points to multicurrency int€:rvcntion to
avoid a pertur.bation of the exchange market of one single small
country. A most frequent interventian object have been the
interest rates.GI

2. The int~rvention currency

Pursuant to the Bremen Statement of the European Council
interventions are made in principle in participating currencü~s.6~
This rule alsa underlies the snake arrangement and corre'3ponds
to the whole mavement's objective to promote European integ-
ration. Before the snake arrangement the US dallar wus the
"comman" currency of the European ccuntries to the extent
that it was tthe only intervention currency under the rule of
the IMF.63 There existed no direct exchange rates h2tween the
European currencies. To defend the bilateral exchange rates of
each of their national currendes under the EMS members now

58 See Ethier & Bloemfield, n. 26 at 71.
59 Referring to the example given in note 52: Germany has a

threshold of divergence of plus minus 1.13 percent and Ireland one
of plus minus 1.67 pursu:?nt to that system.

GO Part A No 3.6 Central Banks Agreement, n. 26.
Gl Comp. Carreau, nate 45 at 412.
62 Part A No 3.3.
63 On the dallar exchange rate regime, see K. Dam, The Rules of

the Game 94f (1982). The bnake and the EMS are compatible with the
Articles of Agreement of the IMF. See below pp. 31f.
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intervene in the participating eurrencies, which have reached
their inferior or superior limit. But third eurrencies, praetieally
the US dollar, continue to be used in intramarginal interven~
tions, when only the divergenee indieator is reaehed. Third
currency intervention requires the consent of the state issuing.64

3. Accounting and settlement65

The eredits and daims resulting from intervention in Com-
munity eurrencies are eonverted into ECDs and booked on the
aceounts of the European Monetary Cooperation Fund.66 They
bear an interest averaging the official diseount rates of the nine
member states of the EEC.G7 The debtor eentral bank has to
pay in the first instance by mcans of holdings in the ereditor's
curreney. if these holdings are not suffieient up to 50 percent
of the debt can he settled in ECUs. The ereditor central bank
is not obliged to aceept settlement by more than 50 percent
in ECUs.68 In case an intervention cannot happen because the
debtor eountry is short of reserves, the way is open for the
meehanisms of eredit and assistance.

III. The mechanisms of credit and assistance

The EMS, in its first phase, incorporates and expands the
three eredit mechanisms established previously. In its final
phase the mechanisms of eredit and assistance would be eoneen-
trated upon the European Monetary Fund.G9 The three preexis-
ting mechanisms are: the very short-term financing and the
short-term monetary support, both of whieh are the respon-
sibility of the central banks, and medium-term fi.nancial assis-
tance, whieh is granted by the CounciL.The main features of

64 Carreau, n. 45, at 413 calls the requirement of consent a
costwnary principle of monetary law.

65 Compare Ethier & Bloemfield,n. 26,at 76 and Carreau, 45 at 413.
66 On the EMCF see p. 26.
87 Arts. 8 and 9.of the Central Banks Agreement.
68 The remaining 50 percent might be settled by means of reser.

ve components in accordance with the composition of the debtoı
central bank's reserves, i.e. SDRs or foreign exchange, Art. 17 Central
Banks Agreement.

69 on the EMF see pages 26-29below.
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the mechanisms, together with the changes made to them, are
outlined below. A section on measures designed to strengthen
the economies of the less prosperous countrles and on Cmmu-
nity loans will follow.

A. The very short-tenn financing70 (VSTF)

The very short-term financing has to be seen in close cont2xt
with the exchange rat0 and intervention mechanism. it has
occn established at the beginning of the snake in April 1972.71

Under both arrangements, the sna'ke and the EMS, central banks
are under a duty to intervene in the exchange markets when
reaching their limits on the bilateral parity grid. That pres up-
poses sufficient liquidity cf the central banks in foreign ex-
change. To that purpose the participating central banks have
conceded each other short-term credit lines in national curren-
cies in an unlimited amount. The operations were initially based
in bilateral contracts in foreign currencies. Dpon the install-
ment of the EMS they have been centralized with the European
Monetary Cooperation Fund and labelled in ECDs. Also the
duration of the financing has been extended to 45 compared
with 30 days previously. There is a possibility of prolongation
for another three months subject to a ceiling equal to th2 debtor
quotas in the short-term monetary support.

The right to very short-tcrms financing does not require
any decision by the states or the community organs its trigger
being the reach of the intervention point. As an unconditional
right to financing it is similaı to the very short-terms curren-

70On the very short-tenn financing: Part A No 3.7 and 4 of the
Resolution of the European. Council of 5 Dec. 1978 and Arts. 6ff of the
Central Banks Agreement, references above note 26. See alsa Carreau.
note 45 at 414 and Rey. Le Rôle des Autorites monetaires au Niveau
Europeen in: J. -Po ABRAHAM & M. VANDEN ABEELE (eds'>.
EUROPEAN MONETARY SYSTEM AND INTERNATIONAL MONE-
TARY REFORM 233-256 at 234ff (1981!.

71 The VSTF has been inspired by a special arrangement between
the Belgian franc and the Dutch guilder set up even before, see Rey
ibid. at 234.

72Hahn. Das Europaeische Waehrungssystem, 14 EUROPARECHT
337-358 at 355 (1979). On the IMF reserve tranche financing see K.
Dam, The Rules of the Game 118f (1982) with references.
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. ,
cy support of the IMF within the reserve tranche.72 Contrary
to the other credit mechanisms the VSTF is reserved to the
states tarticipating in the EMS, whether theyare members of
the EEC or not.73

B. Short-tenn monetary support (STMS)74

The short-terms monetary support is the oldest credit facili-
ty in the frarnework of the Comrnunity. it resulted from the
Barre plan75 as a reaction to the perturbation of the Frencl1
franc in 1968. Its purpose is to mobilize comman solidarity to
counteract balance of payments difficulties. In this it fulfills
the same function as the credit facilities of the IMF.7GThe
decision whether support is needed is rnade by the CEntralbanks.
which are the parti es to the agreement. The mechanisrn of
short-term monetary support underwent no change since its
creation in 1970. Only the amounts of credits available and
their duration have been increased under the EMS.'7 In its
limitatian by arnount the STMS of the European Monetary
System resembles the short-time financing within the reser-
ve tranche of the IMF.78

C. Mediuın-term financial assistance79 (MTF A)

The medium-term financial assistance resulted from the

73 Under the snake Norway and Sweden were beneficiaries of the
VSTF. The United Kingdom on the contrary, a member of the EEC.
has no access to VSTF not taking part in the EMS.

74 On short-term monetary support: Carreau, n. 45 at 414f; Rey
n. 70 at 236ff; Micklinghoff. Les Grands Traits du Systeme Monetaire
Europeen, 237 REVUE DU MARCHE CO!\1MUN 250-257 (19801'

75 above p. 4.
76 Comp. K. Dam. The Rules of the Game 118ff (1982) and SHard.

The Role of the International Monetary Fund, 32 THE AMERICAN
UNIVERSITY LAW REVIEW 89-102 at 94ff (1982) on the IMF.

77 Credits can now be given for a period of nine months maximum
instead of six. For details, alsa on the determination of credit
available, see Part A No 4.2, 4.3, 6.4 of the Resolution of the European
Council of 5 Dec. 1978, ref. n. 26.

78 Hahn. Das Europaeische Waehrungssystem, 14 EUROPARECHT
337-358 at 355 11979).

79 On medium-term financial assistance, see Carreau. n. 45 at 415;
Rey. n. 70 at 238f Micklinghoff. n. 74 at 255f.
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Barre planBo too and entered into foree on March 22, 1971.. it
has abasis in Arts. 103 ff of the EEC Treaty, especiaJly Art. 108
par. 2, whieh states:

" ... Mutual assistance may taıke the form, in partieular,
of: .

...............................................................

c) the granting of limited eredits by other Member
States, subj'ect to the a-greement of the latter ..."

Like the short-term monetary support the eemanism under-
went no major change since its creation; only the ereditlines
have been increased.B1 The medium-term financial assistance
differs from the STMS by its duration (2 to 5 years) , its govern-
mental and eonditional eharaeter and also by the lack of a
prior determination of the individual drawing rights of eaeh
eountry. Medium-term financial assistanee is given on ground
of a proeedure whieh involves the followiug steps: eonsultation
of the Monetary Committee, a recommendation by the Commis-
sion and a qualified majority vote by the Couneil.82 Assistanee
is eonditional, with a borrower eountry having to agree to
eertain eeonomic and monetary eonditions. That reminds of the
facilities within the eredit tranche and of the standy-by agree-
ments of the IMF, whieh are to remedy medium-term balance
of payments diffieu1ties on a universal plane.83 The IMF has
sametimes worked out rather restrietive commitments having
important eeonomic as well as social effeets in eountries foreed
by balanees of payments crises to turn to the Fund.B4 That
might result from the Council of Administration, a teehnieal

ao p. 4.
aı The overall eredit ceiling has been inereased from an amount

of 5.450 to 14.1000 milliaıı ECU in 1978.
82 Art. 108 par. 1 and 2 EEC Treaty.
83 Hahn, Das Europaeische Waehrungssystem. 14 EUROPARECRT

337-358 at 357 comments on the similarity. On the eredit tranche. and
stand-by agreements of the IMF, see K. Dam, The Rules of the Game
120-127 (982); Silard, The Role of the International Monetary Fund,
32 THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY LAW REVIEW 89-102 at 94-98 (1982)
and further J. Gold, The Legal Character of the Fund's Stand-By
Agreements and Why lt Matters. 35 IMF PAMPHLET SERIES 53p.
(1980).

84 Comp. Dam ibid. at 125.
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organ, deciding on the conditions. In the EMS on the contrary
apolitical organ, the Council of the Communities, decides on
the incumbencies of the countries borrowing.R5

Another difference between EMS and IMF medium-terms
assistance is that, unlike under the IMF, there is no individual
ceilingon the individual drawing rights in the EMS. Moreover
MTFA is regularly financed by the EMS member states except
the beneficiary in proportion to their quotas, whereas the IMF
setsup periodically the budget of the currencies to be drawn.86

Dntil nowonly the very short-term financing has become
a procedure firmly established in practice. Both, the short-term
monetary support and the medium-term financial assistance
ha've each been resorted to only once.87

D. Mechanisms of assİstance

1. Measures İn favor of the less prosperous countries of
the Community88

This mechanism has been newly introduced by the Resolu-
tion of the European Council establishing the European Mone~

85 De Vries sees the technical body of the IMF deciding on me-
dium-term credits as a model for further development of the EMS. He
explains the disa.dvantages of the competence of the national Mi-
Disters of Finance under the present European system. See T.de Vries,
On th'? Meaning and th" Future o! the European lVlonetarySystem,
138 ESSAYS IN INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 36 (1980) and below 28.

86 Because the EMS members are suppliers and demanders at the
same time, the ressoun;E;S of the system run down to the extent
drawings increase. To assure the necessary financing to a countryin
balance of payments difficulties. the Community therefore has con-
cIuded a ~taıııL.-by agreerr.ent with thp Bank of International Settle.
ment. For further explanation see Habn. Das Europaeische Waehrungs-
system, 14 EUROPARECHT 337-3.58at 356 (I979).

67 Both operations involvetransactions with the central bank ot
ıtaly in 1974. The short-term monetary support was given following a
stand-by agreement with the IMF. Below 32.

88 Read Part B of the Resolution of the European Council of 5 Dec.
1978 reproduced as an annex. Alsa: Carreau, Vers une Zone de Stabi-
lite Monetaire, 229 REVUE DU J\fARCHE COMMUN 399-417 at 41Sf
(I979); Rey. nota 70 at 239f and Micklinghoff, Les Grands Traits du
Systeme Monetaire Europeen, 237 REVUE DU MARCHE COMMUN
25ô-257 at 256 (1980).
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tary System. it meets the basic concept that the durability of
the system depends on the convergence of member states' eco-
nomic performances. The states participating are primarily
responsible themselves for achieving economic convergence by
the coordination of their policies. But the Community has a
supporting function. In this framework "steps are ta'ken to
strengthen the economic potential of the less prosperous coun-
tries of the Community".89

The measures in favor of the less prosp8rous countries are
another emanation of the concept of a "Europe at several
speeds".90Theyare an exception to the principle of uniformity.
This principle requires an equal footing for all countries parti-
cipating and underlies both internationalorganization:" the
European Community and the IMF.91

The operations include thegranting of 3 percent interest
rate subsidies for loans made available to the less prosperous
countries by the Community institutions ~nd by the European
Investment Bank.92Loans are given for a five year period and
under special conditions, and the costs caused by a loan to the
Comınunity must not exceed 1000 million ECU annually. Only
member countries whlCh subsequently effectively and fully
participate in the EMS have access to the facility, the latter
thus becoming an enticement to join the system. The measures
in favor of less prosperous member states are a conditional
facility. Theyare linked to the financing of selected infrastruc-
ture projects and programınes, on the understanding that any
direct or indirect distortion of the competitive position of speci-
fic industries will have to be avoided.

89 No 2 of the Council Resolution, ibid.

90 pp. 717 and 23/24

91 on a 'Europe at different speeds", see Carreau, n. CB. On uni-
fonnity within the IMF. see K. Dam, The Rules of the Game 85-87 and
also 127 (1982).

92 Community Ioans are perfonned using the "Ortoli facility". For
this financiaI instrument see Decision of the Council of 16 Oct. 1978
in: JOURNAL OFFICIEL DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES L299
(25 Oct. 1978).

!J3 Until now loans have been granted to ıtalyand Ireland in 1976
and 1977.
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2. Community loans

The mechanism of Community loans has becn created in
1975and expanded considerahly in 1981.The loans mainly serve
to recycle oil funds. They meet the requirement of uniformity
ta the extent that theyare op(;n to any member country, as a
rule. The precondition for eligibility is that a member state
faces balance of payınents difficulties caused by the higher
prices of oil. De facto the loans favor the les3 prosperous coun-
tries. Both in regard to their effect on the principle of uni-
formity and to their purpose to compengate distortions of
the monetary ofder following oil crises the Community loans
resemble the oil facilWes of the IMF.~' Alsa both facilities
imply a double financial transaction: The IMF or the Commu-
nity borrow and then lend the borrowed funds.95 in comparison
with direct borrowing in the market the state borrowing can
(;xpect a financial advantage because the international org:ı-
nization intervenes as a primary debtor. On the other hand the
state is under the burden to fulfil conditions imposed in connec
tion with the loan.oo

IV. Prospects and conclusions

The EMS, as it presently functions, has only reach::d ıL,
first phase. There is a second phase envisaged in the Council's
Resolution implying the creation of a European Monetary Fund

94 On the oil fadlities of the IMF: E. Wagenhoefer, Unsere Inter.
nationalen Waehrungsbeziehungen 60 (1982). Theyare alsa meD-
tioned by Silard, The RoJe of the IMF. 32 THE AMERICAN UNI-
VERSITY LAW REVIEW 89-102 at 94 (1982).

95 In the case of the IMF the oil fadlities have been financed by
credits of 17 countries, m~ı.ny of them oil exporting but alsa industriaI
cauntries. The Community resorts to the capital market.

96 As the measures in favor of the less prosperous countries, the
Community loans and the ail facilities of the IMF are given under
conditions of economic policy to be fulfilled by the receiving state.
In the case of the IMF canditions imposed have not been very strict.
The Fund merely had to conside!' as appropriate the measures en-
visaged by the country; the country itself had to endeavor to save oil
and to develap alternative energy sources. Comp. E. Wagenhoefer,
Unsere InternationaIen Wirtschaftsbeziehungen 60 (1982).
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and the full use of the ECU as a reserve asset and a means of
settlement.S7 The EMS under the impact of a new institution,
the EMF is the subject of the following section. The interna-
tjonal implications of the EMS will be dealt wilth afterwards.

A. The possible extension of the system

ı. The future European Monetary Fund (EMF)

a. The present EMCF

The future European Monetary Fund wHl replace the
present European Monetary Cooperation Fund (EMCF) .98 The
EMCF has been created in 1973 and is not provided with an own
organization. Its steering board, the Council of Administration,
;!l identical in its composition with the Committee of the Presi~
dents of the central banks of the EEC. !ts agent is the Bank
for International Settlement. The competences oİ the EMCF
:ıre confined to technical and legal matters. it is basically a
elearinghouse. European monetary policy still lays with other
or.gans and wi~h the national central banks closely cooperating
respectively.

b. The funetions of the future EMF

The Resolution of the European Council mentions that the
"system will entail the creation of the European Monetary
Fund",99 but only vaguely hints at how this Fund would have
to be like. The establishment of the EMF, however, could most
relevantly complete the EMS in regard to the exchange rate

97 Part A No 1.4 Res. of the European Council of 5 Dec. 1978, see
annex.

98 On the EMCF: E. Wagenhoefer, Unsere Internationalen Wirt-
schaftsbeziehungen 79 (1982).; for a detailed deseription of the func-
tions of the Fund see the Section Econornk and Monetary Policy in
the FinaJ Cornrnunique of the Conference of the Heads or Government
of Oct. 19-21, 1972 at Paris.

99 Part A No. 1.4. On the EMF, see de Vries. On the Meaning and
Future of the European Monetary System, 138 ESSAYS IN INTERNA-
TIONAL FINANCE 25ff (11)80) an:!. Polak, The EMF: External Rpla.
tion s, BANCA NAZIONALE DEL LAVORO QUARTERLY REVIEW
359ff (Sept. 1980).
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system'and could help to promote economic convergence using
the mechanisms of creait and assistance more effectively.

There are factors having a strong impact on the European
currencies from outside the system, which are not yet handled
appropriately. In the main states have to work out a common
policy towards the US dollar. it is difficUıt to maintain a common
standpoint without an institutional framework, but only the
several finance ministers at hand, who are often caught up
with their national interests. Under the snake arrangement,
which also has been called a "German mark area", common
floating against the dollar was achieved by pegging the other
currencies on the Ger~an mark. The Federal Republic then
overtook the external monetary leadership, Le. the dallar poli-
cy.lOOAs opposed to the snake there is no more one clearly eco-
nomically leading state under the EMS, which could be assig-
ned the task of externally steering the currencies. Filling this
gap would be a most important function for the new EMF.101

The EMF would also concentrate credit and assistance
mechanisms upon itself thereby streamlining the system. More
important, a more effective use of the technique of conditionality
could be expected and by that way a move towards convergence
of national economic performances. The experts of the EMF
would set up the conditions imposed on countries in difficulties.
The staaf of the EMF would replace the diplomatically careful
ministers of finances, who are predominantly influenced by
national interests.102 This ı:hange would bring the EMF nearer
to the IMF_system.103

C.Some legal problems

But the creation of the EMF would also raise some legaI
problems, both on the national and the international plane.

100 on the "Gennan mark area" and how the snake floated
against the dollar: K. Dam, The RuIes of the Game 329 (1982).

101 Comp. T.de Vries. On the Ml'aning and the Futııre of the Eu-
roppan Monetary System. ]38 ESSAYS IN INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
33 (1980).

102 On that problem .:!e Vries, ibid. at 27, 35 and particularly 36.
103 above p. 22.
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On the national plane states participating grant the inde-
pendence of their central banks.104 That independence would b2
questioned, if the EMF could intervene deciding f.i.on liquidity
and the external value of national currencies. Amendments of
national laws might become necessary. However, that should
pose no problem. The reason behind the rules on the indepen-
dence of central banks is the principle of the separation between
the money-creating and the spending power, Le. the govern-
ment. That way the pressures on governments from various
sides to increase spending are to be mediatized. The creation
of the EMF would bring about exactly such a clear separation
between the monetary authority of the Community, the EMF,
and the political powers within that Community, Le. the national
governments, the Council and the European Commission. The
EMF would have the character of an embryonic Europe.:ın
central bank.IO:;

On the international plane Arts. 235 and 236 of the EEC
Treaty come into play.los Art. 235, enactment of provisions by

104 The central bank of the Federal Republic of Germany enjoys
arather extended independence as compared internationally. that has
to be seen against the background of governmental war financing
under the Hitler regime. The independence of the "Bundesbank" is
laid down in Art. 88 as amended of the German Constitution and in
paragraph 12 of the Statute on the Federal Bank ("Bundesbank.
ggesetz") (1967),

105 D~ Vries, n. 101 at 29, uses the necessary separation between
the government and the money- (reating power of the central bank
:ıS an argument fvr the creation of Lhe EMF. PursuanL to the logic
of the Treaty of Rome the European Commission should in time be
transformed into a European federal governm.ent.

106 Arts. 235, 236 of the EEC Treaty read as follows:
ArticIe 235

"If any action by the Community appears necessary to
achieve. in the functioning of the Common Market. one of
the Community cases where this Treaty has not provided
for the requisite powers of action, the Council; acting by
means of a unanimous vote on a proposal of the Commission
and after the Assembly has been consulted, shall enact the
appropriate provisions.

Artiele 236
The Government of any Member State or the Commission
may submit to the Council proposals for the revision of this
Treaty.
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the Council for unforeseen cases, has been a sufficient legal
basis for the present EMS. The creation of the European Mone-
tary Fund, however, implying a fargoing transfer of national
responsibiHties to a new Community institution would be an
amendment to the Treaty of Rame. The treaty amending pro-
cedure of Art. 236 would apply. Ratification by the national
parliaments would be required. That would also bring about
the appropriate publicity and discussion within member states
to a step of such paramount importance within the history t)f

the integration of Europe.

Whether these hurdles on the national and international
plane will be taken and the EMF established soon depends on
the political will of the countries concerned.

2. The full use of the ECU

Another characteristic of the European Monetary System
as envisaged in the Council Resolution is the "full use of the
ECU as a reserve asset and a means of settlement"; the ECU
"will be at the center of the EMF" (No. 1.4 and 2.1). Several
questions arisc.107

a. The first one relates to direct intervention in ECDs.
Exchange rate management and the mechanisms of credit and
assistance being centralized on the EMF the ECU at its center

means, that interventions would take place in ECDs. Thus, a3
central banks, the EMF would have the power to createliquidi-
ty. Liquidity creation by the Fund would replace the liquidity

if the Council. af ter consulting the Assembly and. where
appropriate, the Commission. expresses an opinion in favollI
of the calling of a conference of representatives of the Go-
vernments of Member States. such conference be convened
by the Presiden~. of the Council for the purpose of deter-
mining in common agreement the amendments to be made
to this Treaty.
Such amendmentş shall enter into force af ter being ratified
by all Member States in accordance with their respective
constitutional rules."

107 The following explanations are based on T.de Vries, On the
Meaning and tl:e Future of the European l\1on!.'tary System. 1:ı8 ES-
SAYS IN INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 29-31 (19ııO).
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creation that occurs at present when bilateral credits are fi~
nanced by national central ban'ks. The problem is how to li-
mit this liquidity creatıon by the Fund. At present there are
the creditor limits. That system could be maintained by having
the EMF purchasing debtor currendes and sell creditor curren-
cies in IMF fashion. Th'~'lproeedure, however, would eontradiet
the ECU being "at the center of the EMF". Another way to
maintain creditor limits would be to establish aeceptance limits
for ECUs similar to those for the SDRs of the International
Monetary Fund.ıo8 But again that would prejudice the full use
of the ECU. The solution to the problem is asound eredit policy
by the Fund with a strict controlover the total issue of ECUs
and an effectiye eonditioning to hinder the accumulation and
imbalanees of ECUs.

b. Another issue is the use of ECUs in the private seetor.I09

The ECU has the advantage of being a neutral eurreney within
private international transaetions between members of the
EMS. As compared to the US dollar it would imply a lower
exchange risk. The deyelopment of the ECU into a genuine
European eurreney, used for both offieial and private transac~
tions within the territory of the Community, would be a pa~
ramount aehievement in European integration - a long-terms
objective.

c. Finally one can wonder, whether ECUs should be pro-
moted as a reserve asset for the monetary authorities of non-
member countries too. The reserve eurreney systems based on
the dallar and the pound sterling worked out quite unstable and
produeed strong pressure on these currencies. it is doubtful
whether an ECU/dollar based system would prove mare suceess-
ful. Also sinee the EEC member eountries reject their nationai
eurrencies as beeoming international reserve assets, it is con-

108 On accept<ince Iımits for SDRs K. Dam, The Rules of the Game
153ff (1982). See alsa Art. XIX of the Arts. of Agreement of the IMF.

109 On ECUs in the private sector, see-in detaiI-Thygesen, Prob.
lems for the European Cu'rrency Unit in the Private Sector, 3 THE
WORLD ECONOMY 235-265 (1980); aIso: Guimbretiere, Le Marche de
l'ECU, 259 REVUE DU MARCHE CO:MMUN 388-395 (1982) and Les
Conditions d'un Marche de l'ECU, 261 RMC 529-543 (1982). The EÇU in
the market involves the problem of a paralleI eurrency, Thygesen,
ibid. 255-260.
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sequent having the same attitude towards their common curr.
ency, the ECU, too.

B. The EMS and international monetary orderl1O

The EMS is fully compatihle with the rules of the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund. As a zone of monetary stability it meets
the purposes of the IMF as defined in Art. 1 of its Artides of
Agreement "to promote exchange stability, to maintain orderly
exchange arrangements among members and to avoid com-
petitive exchange depreciation". Art. iV sect. 2 (b) of the Arts.
of Agreement as amended expressly recognizes that the membGr
countries of the IMF may adopt "cooperative arrangements by
which members maintain the value of their currencies in
relation to the value of the currency or currencies of other
members". AIso participating countries have been notifying the
Fund on the creation of and changes within the EMS pursuant
to Art. LV sect. 1 of the Arts. of Agreement. Member states of
the EMS continue to be subject to the surveillance of the IMF
as all other states. No problem as to the coexistence of the two
systems should therefor€' arise. On the contrary the common
history of the two institutions aıready shows an example of
useful cooperation. In 1974 the Europeans took over the condi.
tions set up by the IMF for a medium-term financial assistanc~
to Italy. in regard to conditionality the EMS can draw from
the experience of the Fund.

Moreover the ECU does not compete with the SDR. The
ECU is conceived as a regional asset in the framework of the
unification of Europe. This concept of at the same time aiming
at more than just finances, a unified Europe, and being geog.
raphically restricted distinguishes the ECU from the SDR. Fi.
nally it should be mentioned that the EMS did not bring that
much of an innovation to the international monetary order. The
occurrence of generalized floating of currencies in 1973did not
result in independent and individual floating on the part of all
member countries of the IMF. Rather it led to the appearance

110 Comp. de Vries, n. 107 at 39-43 and Baquiast, The European
Monetary System and International Monetary Relations in 11IE ED.
ROPEAN MONETARY SYSTEM: ITS PROMlS AND PROSPECTS CP.
H. TREZISE, ed.l 49-57 at 53ff (1979).
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of several zones, within which exchange relations are mor.:ı
or less organized or stabilized. The EMS is onlyone of those
zon0s.111

Conclusions

The EMS has a major potential for development. But it
cannot and must not try to become a quasi-autarcic entity in
the world. The importance of external factors is present in its
de~ndence of the external value of the US dollar. In addition
to the internal convE::rgence of economic performances, which
implies asimilar setting of political prioritics, the coordination
of external c.:;cnomic policies is thereforeparamount. That
prc:suppuscs a strong political wiIl for homogenization, sincC'
there are no preestablished procedures.1I2 Alsa the transgrcssion
of the present EMS into its second phase wiIl require conside-
rable sacrifices as to national sovereignty. The r2partition of
a smaIl territory like Europe in so mcıny monetary and econo-
mic entities is an anomaly in taday's industrialized v/orld. Th!
SUCCE:SS of the EMS as of the integration of Europ2 depends on
whcther the decision makers are aware of t!1at.

III Baquiast, ibid., 56, mentions the following floating zones: the
dollar area, the SDR areE', the European snake, the yen, the Swiss
franco

112 This political will was put to a severe test in the framework
of the exchangerate adjustment between France and Geımany in Ap-
ri! 1983.
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ANNEX

Resolution of the European Council of 5 December 1978
on the establbl:mE'nt of the European Monetary

System !EMSI and related matters

A. The European Monetary System

ı. INTRODUCTION

1.1 In Eremen wc discussed a 'scherne for the cretian of closer mo-
netary cooperation lea<ling to a zone of monetary stability in Europe.'
We regarded such a zone 'as a highly desirable objective and en.
visaged 'a durable and c!fective scheme.'
1.2 Taday, arter carefu! exa.ınination of the preparatory work done
by the Coı:ııc:l and other Communıty bodies, we are agreed as
follows:
A European Moneta-ry System (EMSI will be set up on 1 January
1979.

1.3 We are firmlv resolyed to ensure the lasting success of the EMS
by policies conducive to greater stability at home and abroad for
both deficit and surplus countries.
1.4 The following chapters deal prima.rily with the initial phase of
the EMS. We remain firmly resolved to consolidate, not later than
two years after the start of the scheme, into a final system the pro-
visions and procedures thus created. This system will entail the
European Council meeting at Eremen on 6 and 7 July 1978, as well
as the full utilization of the ECU as a reserve asset and a means of
settlement. It will be based on adequate legislation at the Community
as well as the national level.

2. THE ECU AND ITS FUNCTIONS

2.1 A European Currency Unit (ECU) will be at the centre of the
EMS. The value and the compositian of the ECU will be identica!
with the value of the EUA at the outset of the system.
2.2 The ECU will be used:
(al as the denaminotor (numerairel for the exchange rate mecha-

nism;
(b) as the basis for a divergence indicatar;
(c) as the denaminotor fOl' operations in both the interventian and

the credit me::hanisms;
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(dı as a means of settlement between monetary authonties of the
European Community.

2.3 The weights of currencies in the ECU will be re:-examinedand if
necessary revised within six months of the entry into force of the
system and thereafter every five years of, on request, if the weight
of any currency has changed by 25 %.

Revisions have to be mutually aecepted, they will, by themselves, not
modify the estemal value of the ECU. They will be made in Unewith
underlying economic critena.

3. THE EXCHANGE RATE AND INTERVENTIONMECHANISMS

3.1 Each currency will have an ECU- related central rate. These
central rates will be used to establish a grid of bilateral exchange
rates.
Around these exchange rates fluctuation margins of :t 2.25% will be
estabUshed. EEC countries with presently floating currencies may opt
for wider margins up to :t 6% at the outset of the EMS; these mar-
gins should be gradually reduced as soon as economic conditions
permit.
A Member State which does not participata in the exchange rate
mechanism at the outset may participate at alater date.
3.2 Adjustments of central rates will be subject to mutual agreement
by a common procedure which will compnse all countries participating
in the exchange rate mechanism and the Commission. There will be
reciprocal consultation in the COlll!Il1unityframework about important
decisions concerning exchange rate policy between countnes partici-
pating and any country not participating in the system.
3.3 In principle, interventions will be made in participating currencies.
3.4 Interventian in participating currencies is compulsory when the
intervention points defined by the fluctuation margins are reached.
3.5 An ECU basket formula will be used as an indieator to detecı
divergences between Comr.,unity currencies. A threshold of diver-
gence will be fixed at 75% of the maximum spread of divergence for
each Currency. lt will be eakulated in such a way as to eliminate the
influence of wcight on the probability of reaehing the threshold.
3.6 When a currency cr05ses its 'threshold of divergence,' this results
in a presumption that the authoritie3 concemed will oorrect this
situation by adequate measures, namely:
(al diversified interventian;
(bl measures of domestic monetary policy';
(cl changes in central rates;
(dı other measures of economic policy.
In case such measures, on aecount of special circumstances, are not
taken, the reasons for this shall be given to the other authonties,
especially in the 'concertation between central banks.'
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Consultations will, if necessaİ"y, the n t¥e place in the appropriate
Community bodies, including the Council of Ministers.
After six months' these provisions shall be reviewed in the light of
experience .. At that date the questions regarding' imbalances accu-
mulated by divergent creilltar or debtar countries will be stuilled as
welL. .

3.7 A Very Short-Term Facility of an unlimited amount will be
established. Settlements will be made 45 days af ter the end of the
month of interventian with the passibiUty of prolongatioIl. for another
three months for amounts limited to the size of debtar quotas in the
Short-Term Monetary Support.. .
3.8 To serve as a mean'> of settlement, an initial supply of' ECUs
will be provided by the EMCF against the deposit of 20%' of gold and
20% of dallar reserves currently held by central banks.
This operation will take the form of specified, revolving swap arran.
gements. By periodical reviewand by an appropriate procedure it
will be ensured that each central Iıank will maintain a deposit of at
least 20% of these reserves with the EMCF. A Member State not par-
ticipating in the exchange rate mechanism may partidpate in this
initial operation on the basis described above.

4 .. THE CREDlT MECHANISMS

4'.1 The existing credit mechanisms with their present rules of applicBr
tion will be maintained for the initial phase of the EMS. They will
be consolidated into a single fund in the final phase of the EMS.
4.2 The credit mechanisms will be extended to an amountof,ECC 25
billian of effectively available credit. The distribution of this amount
will be as follows:
Short-Term Monetary AsslStance = ECU 14 billion;
Meillum-Term Financial Assistance = ECU 11 billion.
4.3. The duration of the Short-Term Monetanr Support will be ex-
tended for anather three months on the same conditions as the first
extension.
4.4 The increase of the Medium-Term Financial Assistance will be
completed by 30 June 1979. In the meantime, countries which still
need national legislation are expected to make theirextended medium-
term quotas available by an interim financing agreement of the
central banks concerned.

5. THIRD COUNTRIES AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

5.1 The durabillty of the EMS and its international implications
require coordination of exchange rate policies vis-a-vis third countries
and, aş far as possible.a concertation with the monetary authorities
of those countries.
5.2 European countries with particularly close economic and finan-
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cial ties with the European Communities may participate in the
exchange rate and intervention mechanisms.
Participation will be based upon agreements central banks; these
agreements will be communicated to the Council and the Commission
of the European Communities.
5.3 The EMS is and wilI remain full compatible with the relevant
artides of the IMF Agreement.

6. FURTHER PROCEDURE

6.1 To implement the decısions taken under A., the European Council
requests the Council to consider and to take a decision on 18 Decem-
ber 1978 on the following proposv.ls of the Commission;
(a) Council Regulation modifying the unit of account used by the

EMCF, which introduces the ECU in the operations of the EMCF
and defines its composition;

(b) Council Regulation permitting the EMCF to receive monetary
reserves and to issue ECUs to the monetary authorities of the
Member States which may use the m as a means of sattlement;

(c) Council Regulation. on the impact of the European Monetary
System on the common agricultural policy. The European Council
considers that the introduction of the EMS should not of itsel!
result in any change in the situation obtaining prior to 1 January
1979 regarding the expression in national currencies of agricul-
tural prices. monetary compensatory amounts and all other
amounts fixed for the purposes of the common agricultural
policy.

The European Council stresses the importance of henceforth avoiding
the creation of permaneni MCAs and progressively reducing present
MCAs in order to reestablish the unity of prices of the common agri-
cultural policy, giving also due consideration to price policy.

6.2 lt requests the Commission to submit in good time a proposal
to amend the Council Decision of 22 March 1971 on setting up mac~
hinery for medium-term financial assistance to enable the Council
<Economics and Finance Ministers) to take a decision on such a pro-
posal at their session of 18 December 1978.
6.3 lt requests the central banks of Member States to modify their
Agreement of 10 April 1972 on the narrowing of margins of fluctuation'
between the currencies of Member States in accordance with the
rules set forth above (see Section 3).
6.4 lt requests the central banks of Member States to modify as
follows the rules on Short-Term Monetary Support by 1 January 1979
at the latest:
(a) The total of debtor quotas available for drawings by the (:.fantra:

banks of Member States shall be increased to an aggregate
amount of ECU 7.9 billion.
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(b) The total of ereditor quotas made available by the central banks
of Member States for financing the debtor quotas shall be
inereased to an aggregate amount of ECU 15.8 billion.

(c) The total of the additional ereditor amounts as well as the total
of the additiona! debtor amounts may not exceed ECU 8.8
billion.

(d) The duration of eredit under the extended Short-Term Mone-
tary Support may be prulonged twiee for a period of three months.
B. Measures designed to strengthen the economies of the less pro-

sperous Member States of the European Monetary System
1. We stress that. within the context of a broadly based strategy
aimed at improving the prospects of economic development and based
on symmetical rights and obligations of all partieipants. the most
important concem should be to enhance the convergence of economic
policies towards greater ~tability. We request the Council (Economies
and Finance Ministers) to strengthen its procedures for eooperation
in order to improve that convergenee.
2. We are aware that the eonvergence of economie policies and of
economic performance will not oe casy to achieve. Therefore, steps
must be taken to strengt.hen the economic potential of the less p.o-
sperous countries of the Community. This is primarily the responsibi-
lity of the Member States concerned. Community measures can and
should serve a supporting role.
3. The European Council agrees that in the context of the European
Monetary System, the following measures in favour of less prosperous
Member States effectively and full participating in the exchange rate
and intervention mecharusms will be taken.
3.1 The European Council requests the Community Institutions by
the utilization of the new financia! instrument and the European
Investment Bank to make available for a period of five years loans
of up to EUA 1 billion per year to these countries on special condi-
tions.
3.2 The European Council requests the Commission to submit a
proposal to provide interest rate subsidies of 37 for these loans, with
the following element: the total east of this measure. divided into
annual tranches of EUA 200 million caeh over a period of five years,
shall not exceed EUA 1 billion.
3.3 Any less prosperous member country whieh subsequently effee-
tively and fully participates in the mechanisms would have t.he right
of access to this facility within the financial limits mentioned above.
Member States not participating effectively and full in the mechanisms
will not contIibute to the financing of the seheme.
3.4 The funds thus provided are to be concentrated on the financıng
of selected infrastructure projects and programmes. on the understau-
ding that any direct or indirect distortion of the competitive posihon
of spccific industries within Mernber States will have to be avoidtd.
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:3:5 The EUropean Council requests the Council (Economies and Fi~
riance Ministersl to take a decision on the above mentioned proposals
in time so' that the relevant measures can become effoctive on 1 April
1979at the latest. There should be a review at the end of the initiaJ
phase of the EMS:
4. The European Council requests the Commission to study the re-
lationship between greater convergence in economic performance of
the Member States and the utilization of Community instruments, in
particular the runds which aimat reducing structural imbalances.
The results of .these studies will be discussed at the next European
Council meeting.

;.1.;
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